INTRODUCTION
In [Elkies 1994 ], the first paper of this series -from now on referred to as Part I -we constructed a family of lattices in dimensions 2 n+1 for positive integers n. From the theory of elliptic curves over function fields we obtained upper bounds on the discriminants and lower bounds on the minimal norms of these lattices, showing that their associated lattice packings of spheres equal the previous records for n ^ 4 and exceed them for 5 ^ n ^ 9. We then showed, for n = 5 (the first case of a new record), that our lower bound on the density of the lattice packing in R 64 is sharp, and reported on the computation of the kissing number of the lattice, which was at the time the largest kissing number known in R 64 . Both of these records have since been superseded by G. Nebe [1998] , and the kissing number was pushed still higher by a nonlattice packing [Edel et al. 1998 ]. Thus n = 6 is now the first case in which the construction of Part I yields a previously unknown lattice of record density.
In this paper we analyze this 128-dimensional lattice MWi28-We determine its density, again showing that the lower bound from Part I is sharp by proving that the elliptic curve (see (2-1) below) has trivial Tate-Safarevic group and nonzero rational y 2 + y = x 3 + t 65 .) Let M be the Mordell-Weil points of height 22, as small as possible by Proposi- group of E, consisting of 0 together with solutions tion 2 of Part I. We then report on a computation (x,y) £ K x K of (2-1). The map that determined all the rational points of that min-
/ +«° +a 6 ) imal height, thus obtaining the kissing number of MW 12S . Like the packing density, the kissing numis an inseparable 2-isogeny whose square is multipliber of MW 128 is by a considerable factor the largest cation by -2. By Theorem 2 of Part I, the image known kissing number of a lattice in this dimension, of </ > on E(K) is the kernel of the map though once more [Edel et al. 1998 To simplify notation we henceforth denote the lat-218044170240 -2 17 3 5 13 19 449 (2-4) tice MWi 28 by M. We refer to the earlier papers in this series [Elkies 1994; 1997] , rn on 1 x c 7 1. u AND Tate-Safarevic GROUP where a 6 is any 01 the 2 elements 01 k whose absolute trace Ylm=o a lT equals 1. (As noted in Parts Each of (i), (ii), and the implication (iii)=>(iv) is I and II, all these choices of a 6 yield isomorphic contained in the special case (n, q) = (6,64) of the curves; if we worked over k -F 2 instead of fc, we results in Part I. We briefly go over these in the next could drop a 6 and simplify the equation of E to two paragraphs.
Define curves C, E o over k by
Then E o is a supersingular elliptic curve, and C is a hyperelliptic curve of genus 32 whose Jacobian Jac(C) is isogenous with E 32 (Part I, Proposition 1). The ^-rational points of E correspond bijectively with maps from C to E o that take the point at infinity of C to the origin of E o : such a map is either constant or of the form (£, u) (-)• (x(t),y(t) + u) with (x,y) a nonzero point of E. This correspondence respects the group laws on E and E o , and yields an identification of M with Hom(Jac(C),E'o), a group of the same rank as Rom (E 32 ,E 0 ) = End(£ 0 ) 32 -Thus M has rank 4 • 32 = 128, as claimed in (i). The formula for h and the fact that h(P) G 2Z for all P G M are the case (n, g) = (6,64) of Part I, Proposition 2.
The discriminant of the Mordell-Weil lattice of an elliptic curve over a global field is related to the order of the curve's Tate-Safarevic group by the conjecture of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer. In our case of a curve over a function field, this conjecture was formulated by Artin and Tate [Tate 1968 ] and proved under certain hypotheses by Milne [1975] .
1 In Theorem 1 of Part I we observed that these hypotheses were satisfied by each of our curves E, and computed the resulting relationship between the order of the Tate-Safarevic group JJI(E) and the discriminant A of its Mordell-Weil lattice. Their product is always a power of 2, so III(.E) is a 2-group, and is trivial if and only if III^ is trivial; that is, if and
is all of the Selmer group for (f).
is an elementary abelian 2-group whose rank is half the rank of E(K), because 4> 2 --2. In our present case of q = 64, we already know that the half-rank is 128/2 = 64, so once we prove (iii) the triviality of U1(E) will follow. The formula of Theorem 1 of Part I gives for q -64, so the discriminant claim of (iv) will follow as well.
It remains to verify that the </>-Selmer group is given by (2-2), (2-3). The analysis proceeds as in 1 As noted in Part II, Milne had to also assume odd characteristic, but this assumption was later eliminated by work of Illusie [1979] , so we may use Milne's results also in our characteristic-2 setting.
Part I (for y 2 + y = x 3 + t 33 ) and Part II (for y 2 + y = x 3 + t 13 + a 6 ), but takes more steps to complete. As happened there, it is enough to show that S is contained in the Selmer group, because it has the correct size 2 128/2 . The Selmer group consists of 0 together with all elements of K/K 2 that represent the ^-coordinate of a solution of (2-1) with x, y in fc((t -1 )), the completion of K at the place t -oo. By Theorem 2 of Part I, every element of the </ >-Selmer group has a unique representative £ that is an odd polynomial in t (that is, a fe-linear combination of P for odd positive integers j) whose degree d satisfies 3d < 65 and d = 65 mod 4. Thus d is one of 1,5,9,13,17,21. We give the proof in the case d = 21, which is also relevant to our computation of the minimal vectors. The other cases are similar but easier. Alternatively, once we find a single P o G M with h(P) = 22, and thus with e(P 0 ) represented by a polynomial of degree 21, we know that for any other point P at least one of e(P) and e(P + P 0 ) has d = 21; so once we have done d = 21 the other cases will follow.
Suppose x -^2 =-oo x fl ^s ^e ^-coordinate of a point of E over fc ((t - 
JO -47 :
In particular, for each odd j the coefficient a^ binations of x(at) with a 65 = 1 to obtain a solution depends on the £ coefficients #1,£5,£9,#13,#17,#21 in ^((^~1)) °f (2-1) with x a square plus a polynoaccording to (2-2). To finish the proof of (iii) we mial of degree 19 or 15, contradicting Theorem 2 of must also show that £13 is in the 16-element sub-Part I. (Similar arguments arise in Dummigan's infield of k. Continuing our computation we find that vestigation [Dummigan 1995] of the Tate-Safarevic the conditions (3-1) with j 0 = 45,41,37 yield (in-groups of certain constant elliptic curves related to creasingly complicated) formulas for £i2,£io>£8 i n those of Part I.) The even-order coefficients need terms of the £ coefficients, while the conditions with not constitute a group, but are still constrained by jo = 43,39,35 are satisfied automatically. When the invariance under the 65 • 2 12 transformations j 0 -33 ? the first case in which the sum in (3-1) t i-> at + 6; this provides a sanity check on our forhas more than one term, we obtain a much longer mulas for those coefficients, expression for £ 6 . When this and our previous formulas are substituted into the j 0 = 31 condition prove that M has minimal norm 22, and normalized j even. But the coemcients 01 odd order are con-^ ' . x • J u IL • x IL x M x-x x norm density given by (2-5), by finding a single such strained by tne requirement that they constitute / N f z, riii 1
y).
To verify that the kissing number is a group. Moreover, the belmer group inherits the \ ; for the constant coefficient y(0) of y. We have alquaternion group acting on E o also acts on the minready used the equations for j 0 ^ 35 to solve for all imal vectors, but only by permuting the 8 choices Xj except # 0 ,#2,£4 in terms of the £ coefficients; the of # 0 and y(0) associated to each valid sextuple of jo = 29 and j 0 = 25 equations give us # 4 and # 2 as £ cofficients. Thus these automorphisms do not furwell, and jo = 21 determines #Q + # 0 . (We already ther cut down our search space, though the condisaw in Equation 21 of Part I that, due to automortion that # 0 and y(0) must be in k will somewhat phisms of E o of order 4, if (#,y) G M and c A -c reduce the average work per candidate, then x + c is also the #-coordinate of a rational point
We might now organize the search as follows. Iniof E\ thus even once we know all Xj for j > 0 we can tialize various tables for arithmetic in fc, such as at most determine #Q + # 0 , not x Q .) Meanwhile, the multiplication and multiplicative inverse, squaring, jo = 23 equation simplifies to # 2°9 5 = 1, which only and exponentiation. (For addition we use the bitconfirms that #21 G k*. The remaining ten equawise exclusive-or operator that is already built into tions, for j 0 = 19 through j 0 = 1, yield complicated the programming language C.) Using the automorpolynomial equations in the six £ coefficients.
phisms t i-> at, we may assume that x 2 i is in the Finding a single solution turns out to be easy: set quadratic subfield F 64 of k. Thanks to x i -> ax, we #21 = 1 and #17 = #13 = # 9 = # 5 = 0, when the may further limit attention to one representative of equations for j 0 ^ 25 give each of the 21 cosets of the cube roots of unity in obtain #12, #10, x 8 , # 6 , #4, #2, and #*, + x Q . Look up But our equations have many automorphisms, coma precomputed table to choose # 0 and solve (4-1) ing from the symmetries of M described in Part I, f or 2/(0), if solutions exist in k (if not, proceed to after the proof of Proposition 2. We saw already the the next (# 5 ,#i) pair). If one of the eight possi-65 • 2 maps ble (#o?2/(0)) is defined over fc, then all are, but we /,\ v / , , 7\ / 7^-7 65 i\ need only try one because they constitute an orbit xit) H-» xiat + 0) O,OGK, a =1, ,11 under the 8-element quaternion group. Using the We may augment these by # 1 -> ax for a 3 (again chosen # 0 , check whether the conditions (3-1) for inherited from Aut(£? 0 )) and by the twelve field auodd j 0 ^ 19 are all satisfied. The kissing number is tomorphisms of & (Part I, Equation 22 ). This lowers the sum of the orbit sizes of the resulting minimal the total to (63-2 40 )/(3-12) w 2-10 12 . The 8-element points of E.
